TOPS:
✓ ANY POLO— Plain or with Appropriate Design
✓ COLLEGE affiliated t-shirts
✓ BEAR PRIDE/WHS T-SHIRTS [No tournament shirts from non-educational entities]

BOTTOMS:
✓ Blue/black denim jeans and shorts/skirts [must be proper length – see handbook]
✓ Khaki pants and shorts/skirts [must be proper length – see handbook]
✓ No sweats, warm-ups, or spandex/yoga pants
✓ Bottoms must not be ripped/distressed

NOTES:
✓ All worn appropriately and good repair [no fraying, tears or holes]
✓ See handbook for specific details
✓ The Dress Code is a privilege, and can be changed
Not Allowed On Campus

- NO hats/caps allowed in academic areas
- NO SUNGLASSES allowed in academic areas
- NO RIPPED/DISTRESSED JEANS
- NO DICKIES BRAND CLOTHING
- NO HANDKERCHIEF PATTERNED SHIRTS
- NO SAGGING PANTS
- NO HOODS WORN INDOORS
- NO GANG RELATED CLOTHING - No RED or BLUE clothing – to include undershirts, shoe laces, shoes, belts, hairnets or other accessories of obvious gang affiliation

Student dress may not be disruptive, unsafe, and obscene. Designs, symbols, or colors should not promote death [skulls], alcohol, drugs or gang involvement. Dress that is disruptive to the educational process is not permitted. Students whose style of dress is inappropriate for school will be subject to consequences. The student handbook will be followed for dress code violations.